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This article presents an overview of the forty Psalms scrolls or manuscripts
incorporating Psalms that were found among the Dead Sea Scrolls, followed
by a preliminary edition of 4QPsj. The edition includes a description and
transcription of this interesting manuscript, as well as notes and a full list
of variant readings.
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Almost 900 manuscripts have been discovered in the Judean Desert.
Among these the Book of Psalms is represented more frequently than
any other work, which clearly shows the importance of the Psalter
for the Qumran community and for early Judaism. The Dead Sea
Scrolls include forty Psalms scrolls or manuscripts that incorporate
Psalms. Thirty-seven of these were found in eight locations at Qumran, and three more were discovered further south (two at Masada
and one at Nahal Hever):
INVENTORY OF THE DEAD SEA PSALMS SCROLLS
Psalms Scrolls Found at Qumran
Three Scrolls from Cave 1:
One Scroll from Cave 2:
One Scroll from Cave 3:
Twenty-two from Cave 4:

1Q10 (1QPsa)1
2Q14 (2QPs)
3Q2 (3QPs)
4Q83 (4QPsa)
4Q87 (4QPse)
4Q91 (4QPsj)
4Q95 (4QPsn)

1Q11 (1QPsb) 1Q12 (1QPsc)
4Q84 (4QPsb)
4Q88 (4QPsf)
4Q92 (4QPsk)
4Q96 (4QPso)

4Q85 (4QPsc)
4Q89 (4QPsg)
4Q93 (4QPs1)
4Q97 (4QPsp)

4Q86 (4QPsd)
4Q90 (4QPsh)
4Q94 (4QPsm)
4Q98 (QPsq)

1. A Dead Sea Scroll is listed in two ways: by its (arbitrary) number in a Cave
(e.g., 1Q10 = the tenth manuscript from Cave 1 at Qumran), or according to a book or
document (e.g., 1QPsa = the first Psalms manuscript from Cave 1).
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One Scroll from Cave 5:
One Scroll from Cave 6:
One Scroll from Cave 8:
Six Scrolls from Cave 11:

4Q98a (4QPsr ) 4Q98b (4QPss) 4Q98c (4QPst) 4Q98d (4QPsu)
4Q98e (4QPsu) 4Q236 (4QPsw) 4Q522 (4QProphecy on Joshua)2
5Q5 (5QPs)
pap6Q5 (pap6QPs)
8Q2 (8QPs)
11Q5 (11QPsa) 11Q6 (11QPsb) 11Q7 (11QPsc) 11Q8 (11QPsd)
11Q9 (11QPse) 11Q11 (11QPsApa)

Psalms Scrolls from Other Locations

Two Scrolls from Masada:
MasPsa (M1039-160)
One Scroll from Nahal tlever : 5/6Hiev—Se4 Ps

MasPsb (M1103-1742)

DESCRIPTION AND SIGNIFICANCE OF 4QPsj
In this article the text of 4QPsj is made available for the first time to
scholarship and to students of the Bible. It is of special interest because it is one of only two Dead Sea Scrolls (the other being 4QPsc)
to preserve the oldest portions of Psalms 48, 49, and 51.3 For those
interested in the text of Scripture, in this case the Psalms, a document: such as this is a priceless gift from the past that has been found
in the Judean Desert. Nine fragments survive, of which one is unplaced; the identified contents are: Ps 48:1-3, 5, 7, 9; 49:9-12, 15, 17;
and 51:3-5.
The leather of the manuscript is very thin, and ivory or white in
color, with traces of light gray. Both the recto (writing side) and the
verso (other side) are smooth, and the writing surface has been well
prepared. The appearance is so much like that of modern paper that
a small piece of paper with a trace of blue ink had been placed on Inv.
11514 with the other fragments (cf. PAM 43.0305); this was removed
on the editors' instructions in the summer of 1996. The fragments
have deteriorated considerably, and some are now quite calcified and
abraded. Holes from stitching appear down the right side of frg. 1
and vertical dry-point lines are faintly detectable, but no horizontal
rulings are discernible.
It is possible—but not assured—that the letters on frg. 9 belong
to the final column of the scroll (see note to frg. 9). Frg. 1 is the largest
2. 4Q522 is not a Psalms scroll as such but features in this listing because it includes Psalm 122.
3. For previous discussion of this scroll, see P. W. Skehan, "Littérature de Qumran:
A. Tex tes bibliques," DBSup (1973-81) 9/10.806-22, esp. 814-16; and P. W. Flint, The
Dead Sea Psalms Scrolls and The Book of Psalms (STDJ 17; Leiden: Brill, 1997) 35.
4. That is to say, the inventory number in the Rockefeller Museum where the scroll
is housed.
5. That is, the photograph number in the "Palestine Archaeological Museum" (the
earlier name for the Rockefeller Museum).
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surviving piece, measuring 5.7 cm vertically and 2.9 cm horizontally,
and preserving portions of six lines. The distance between the tops
of letters in successive lines measures 9-10 mm, and the number of
letter-spaces per line is between 42 (frg. 1, line 3) and 56 (frg. 1, line 2).
A right margin is preserved on the same piece (measuring 1.6-1.8 cm),
and left margins on frgs. 8 and 9.
FORMAT, TEXTUAL CHARACTER, DATE, OTHER FEATURES
4QPsj is written in prose format, which will be of interest to scholars
concerned with the format (i.e., prose versus stichometry) of ancient
biblical manuscripts. While very few variant readings are evident
against the Masoretic Text (MT) or other scrolls, an accurate textual
assessment cannot be reached because so few words are actually
preserved on the fragments. As can be surmised from the chart below, the orthography6 is clearly full, with consistent use of waw as a
vowel letter. One morphological feature on the unplaced frg. 9 is the
apparent hk- suffix, which has accordingly been adopted in the reconstructed portions of the transcription. On the basis of paleographic
analysis, Patrick Skehan assigned a date of ca. 50 CE to this manuscript, which makes it roughly contemporaneous with 1QPsb, 3QPs,
4QPsc, 4QPse, 4QPsg, 4QPsq, 4QPss, 4QPst, 5QPs, 8QPs, 11QPsa,
11QPsb, 11QPse, 11QPsd, 11QPsApa, 5 /6Hev–Se4 Ps, and MasPsa.
Frg.
1
3-7
3-7

Line
2
2
3

Psalm
48:2
49:11
49:12

Orthography Chart
4QPsc
4QPsj
wOnyhXwl)
[=wdb)]wOy
wdb)y
Mt]wXnk#mX Mtnk#m

MT
wnyhl)
wdb)y
Mtwnk#m

Traces of ink belonging to other layers of 4QPsj are clearly visible on
some pieces, especially frg. 1. In an attempt to identify this writing,
the remains of this scroll were taken in 1996 on behalf of the IAA7 to
Germany, where the backs of frgs. 1-2 were photographed in both regular format and reverse image. Despite these efforts, the editors have
so far been unable to identify the passages represented by the writing
on the backs of the fragments involved (but see notes to frgs. 1-2).
6. That is, the spelling.
7. That is, the Israel Antiquities Authority.
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A NOTE ON SIGLA AND INVENTORY DETAILS

First, in the transcriptions that follow, ) )O )X denote a certain letter,
a probable letter, and a possible letter, respectively. The midline circlet ° denotes remnants of a letter that cannot be identified. Second, it
is important for scholars who have access to the Dead Sea Scrolls to
know the Inventory Numbers of the manuscripts they are working
on. 4QPsj is found on Museum Inventory number 1151 in the Rockefeller Museum. Most scholars, however, would study this manuscript
by consulting photographs of the fragments, which appear on: IAA
565.896, 565.892 (reverse image); PAM 43.030; 40.588, 42.028, 42.719.8
TRANSCRIPTION, NOTES AND VARIANT READINGS9
Frg. 1, Psalm 48:1-9
[ry(b dw)m llwhmw hwhy lwdg2 xrwq ynbl rwm]zXm ry#
[Nwpc ytkry Nwyc rh Cr)h lwk #w#m Pwn hpy3 w#dq rh ] wOnyhYwl)
[yk5 bg#ml (dwn hytwnmr)b Myhwl)4 br Kl]mX tO[y]rXqX
[wzpxn wlhbn whmt Nk w)r hmh6 wdxy wrb( wd(wn My]kXlm hnOho
[#y#rt twyn) rb#t Mydq xwrb8 hdlwyk lyx M# Mtzx])X hd(r7
[Myhwl) wnyhwl) ry(b tw)bc hwhy ry(b wny)r Nk wn(m# r]#X)XkX
General Comment
This is the largest fragment, and the right margin is preserved.
Several letters from a different layer of the manuscript appear on the
verso; some of these have seeped through to the recto (especially in
the mtercolumnar space to the right of lines 1 and 3, adjoining ry# and
tO[y]rXqX, respectively). Unfortunately, examination of the leather, of the
main photograph PAM 43.030, and of the special photographs taken
more recently (see introduction) has not so far yielded a firm identification of the passage represented by the writing on the verso. Possible letters include final mem, lamed, and he (line 3), bet (4), and reš (6).
Notes
L. 4 (48:5) [My]kXlm. A longer reading (Cr)h yklm) is witnessed by
mss
P Lamss, but spacing seems to favor the shorter text found in M P.
8. Scholars usually consult more than one photograph, since in many cases only
some of the fragments from a particular manuscript are found on each.
9. In the edition that follows, a variant reading denotes any word or combination
of words that disagree with the Masoretic Text (M) or with another Psalms scroll. The
Septuagint (P) is usually—and the Old Latin sometimes—included in the collations of
variants but plays no role in the actual determination of these.

1
2
3
4
5
6
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L. 6 (48:9) [r]#X(XkX. The transcription is based here on PAM 43.030;
all but the first ink trace has since been dislodged on IAA 567.896. Reconstruction suggests that the line began with either #y#rt or r#k.
The first two ink marks are more likely from kap and ’alep than from
taw and reš. The third and fourth ink marks (the latter barely visible)
are consistent with šin.
Variant
48:5 (4)
[My]kXlm Pmss Lamss (=Cr) yklm; cf. 2:2 and 72[71]:11)]
Myklmh M P
Frg. 2, Psalm 49:6(?)
1
(r ym]yOb )rO[y) hml6
General Comment
Identification of this tiny fragment is difficult. The combination
yb ) is found only at Psalms 5:8 (Ktyb )wb)), 49:6 (ymyb )ry)), 55:6 (yb
)by [in M]), 66:13 (Ktyb )wb)) and 118:3 (tyb )n). The sequence tb )
occurs at 24:5 (hkrb )#y), 50:16 (Ktyb )wb)), 49:6 (ymyb )ry)), 55:6 (yb
)by [in M]), 66:13 (Ktyb )wb)), and 118:3 (tyb )n). The sequence rb )
occurs at 24:5 (hkrb )#y), 50:16 (ytyrb )#tw), 89:48 (t)rb )w#), and
126:6 ()wby hnrb), while the (less likely) combination wb ) is not found in
Psalms (at least in the MT-150 Psalter). The first extant letter cannot be waw
or śin/šin, and the absence of ink to the bottom right of the following
’alep indicates that it was not nun or bet (On bet, note that the bottom
leg of bet in this MS is not particularly low. In any case, the fuller
orthography of 4QPsj requires a reading of yb )wby for 55:6). Thus the
fragment most likely belongs to Ps 49:6, with the first letter read as reš
in view of the preserved upward tic (cf. ry# in frg. 1, line 1, hd(r frg. 1,
line 5, and r(bw frg. 5, line 2).
Frgs. 3-7, Psalm 49:9-12, 15, 17

)wl xc]nOl dw( [ yxyw10 Mlw(l ] º wOlxw M#pOn NwOyZdOX[p rqyw9]
[tx#h h)ry,
[Myrx)l wbz(w wdb)]wOy r(bw lyO[sk dxy ]wXtwmyO MyX[m]kXx hX[)ry yk11]
w)rq rwdw rwd]lO [ Mt]wXnk#mX [Mlw](Ol wmytO[b Mbrq12 Mlyx]
[yl( Mtwm#b
14
[lsk Mkrd hz wmdn twmhbk l#mn Nyly lb rqyb Md)w13 twmd)]
[M(ry twm wt# l)#l Nw)#l Nw)ck15 hls wcry Mhypb Mhyrx)w wml]
[K)16 wl lwbzm lw)#] twlbOl [Mrwcw rqwbl Myr#y Mb wdryw]
[r#(y yk )ryt l)17 hls ynxqy yk lw)# dym y#pn hdpy Myhwl)]
[wyrx) dry )wl lwkh xqy wtwmb )wl yk18 wtyb dwbk hbry ] yXk #yO)X

1 f. 3-5
2
3
4
5
6 f. 6
7
8 f. 7
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General Comment
No margins are preserved for this column. The 8.5 mm of blank
leather at the bottom of frg. 6 does not indicate a bottom margin since
for this manuscript the distance between the tops of letters in successive lines measures 9-10 mm. Fragment 3 is placed near the right
margin of the column since its text extends at least 25 letter-spaces on
frgs. 4-5 (line 2).
Notes
L. 1 (49:9) NOwyOdX[p. The bottom of the final nun has partly chipped
off the leather.
L. 1 (49:9) M#pOn. The śin and mem are on separate fragments,
which raises the question of whether the placement is secure. A computerized
search of the book of Psalms (M) shows that -#pn is preceded by Nw- only at
Ps 49:9 (Nwydp), thus lending support to this placement.
L. 1 (49:9) ] º wOlxw. Following lamed is a clear vertical stroke
from waw or possibly yod, plus an apparent diagonal stroke that probably belonged to another letter. A computerized search shows that
this word belongs here, despite the lack of dalet (cf. ldxw M; see variant). The only occurrence of -lxy preceded by a final mem is at Ps 5:10
(Nwqylxy Mnw#l); however, the other words on this fragment are not
found in the vicinity of 5:10.
L. 2 (49:11) MyX[m]kXx. A trace of the yod is barely visible on the
photograph.
L. 2 (49:11) wXtwmyO. The mem looks very much like a kap (cf.
Mt ]wXnk#mX in line 3), but a trace of the diagonal descender is just visible
to the bottom right of the waw.
L. 3 (49:12) wmytO[b. Taw's characteristic leftward curve is visible at the bottom of the left descender.
L. 3 (49:12) Mt]wXnk#mX [ ]. A trace of the mem is discernible to
the upper right of šin.
L. 6 (49:15) twlbO[l. Placement of the fragment is not easy,
owing to the similarity of bet and kap in this hand (for bet, cf. ym]yOb in
frg. 2, line 1 and r(bw in 3-7, line 2. For kap, see Mt]wXnk#mX in frgs. 37, line 3 and yXk in 3-7, line 8). However, the sharp angle of the right
foot and the straight horizontal bar correspond to bet rather than to
the more rounded kap in the given examples. This locates the fragment at 49:15, the only verse where the combination twlb- is found in
the Psalter (twlk- also occurs only once, in twlkk at 71:9). Since for this
MS the distance between the tops of letters in successive lines measures 9-10 mm, the blank leather below the script is by no means
indicative of a bottom margin.
L. 8 (49:17) ] yXk #yO)X[ ]. Of the five letters preserved on frg. 7,
šin (or śin) and kap are easy to identify, and the second letter is most
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likely waw or yod (k ##- does not occur in the Psalms [M]). The combination k #w- is found at Ps 48:3 (lk #w#m), and k #y- at 19:6 (#y#y
rwbgk). The sequence k #y- occurs at 8:5 (yk #wn)), 25:20 (yk #wb)), 55:14
(ykr(k #wn)), 56:2 (lk #wn)), 103:15 (rycxk #wn)), and 104:6 (#wblk
wtysk), while k #y- is at 49:17 on (yk #y)) and 62:13 (wh#(mk #y)l).
Because the letter following kap cannot be lamed, mem, samek, or cayin, 48:3,
55:14, 56:2, 62:13, and 104:6 are eliminated as possibilities. Since the other
extant pieces from the manuscript contain text from Psalms 48-51,
the placement at 49:17 is thus plausible but not assured; the other
possibilities are 8:5, 19:6, 25:20, and 103:15.
Variant
49:9 (1)
]º wOlxw] ldxw 4QPsc(ldxwX) M; ai( e)ko/pasen [v 10] P = M?
Frg. 8, Psalm 51:2-5
tXbX[l) )b r#)k )ybnh Ntn wyl) )wbb2 dwdl rwmzm xcnml1 ]
hbrh4 y(#[p] hXxOmX [ hkymxr bwrk hkdsxk Myhwl) ynnx3 (b#]
yXdg[n y] tX)X[+xw ] (Xd) [yn) y(#p yk5 ynrh+ yt)+xmw ynww(m ynsbk]
qXdXcXtX [ N(m]lX yO[ty#( hkyny(b (rhw yt)+x hkdbl hkl6 dymt]
General Comment
The surface of this fragment is badly flaked and cracked. Three
dots of ink, which may have been intentional because they seem to be
regular, appear in the blank leather between lines 3 and 4. The left
margin is preserved, which assists in the placement of the identifiable
letters.
Notes
L. 2 (51:3) y(#[p. There is a gap between šin and cayin. Perhaps this was distortion in the leather, or the gap may have possibly
held a waw as a mater indicating the plural form (cf. 4QDeutc and
4QIsac).
L. 4 (51:6) qXdXcXtX[ ]. This word is identified by the apparent
tops of taw and siade.
Variant
51:4 (1) hbrh Hipcil imper. form 4QPsc M ] brh apocopated form
Mq mss; e)pi_ plei=on P
Frg. 9, Unidentified
hº [
] 1
hk[
] 2

1
2
3
4
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General Comment
The left margin of this fragment is preserved, but the blank
leather below line 2 does not indicate a bottom margin since the ends
of lines are involved. It appears that these few letters belong to the
final column of the scroll; however, this is not assured in view of the
wide left margin also to be found on frg. 8.
Note
L. 2 (51:3) hk[ ]. For the shape of kap, see Mt]wXnk#mX (frgs. 3-7,
line 3).

